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Abstract

From an exponentially growing yeast culture, we ob
tained a synchronized culture using velocity gradient 
centrifugation. At five minute intervals, we determined 
the average cell buoyant density and the peak frequency 
cell volume to calculate the average cell mass at each 
of these time intervals. We found that the average yeast 
cell increases in mass at an exponential rate.
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INTRODUCTION

Our understanding of the cell-growth kinetics of 

various organisms has been quite limited. Indeed we can 

measure the average cell's volume increase throughout 

its cycle but this does not give us a clear picture of 

cell growth because cell densities may fluctuate (6,7). 

It is much better to determine the mass increase throughout 

the cell cycle because this gives us an idea of total 

cell synthesis. In this study we determined the average 

cell mass by finding the average cell volume in conjunction 

with the average cell density.

In the recent past, the cell buoyant density has 

been measured with high levels of accuracy using density 

gradient sedimentation. These studies are interesting 

in themselves because they reveal an inconsistency among 

various cell types. Bacterial cells (1,2), Chinese hamster 

ovary cells (3), three murine cell lines (4), and Schizo- 

saccharomvces pombe (5)—all show a constant density across 

their cell cycles. However, the buoyant density of Sac- 

char omvc.es cerevlsiae was found to fluctuate during its 
cell cycle (6,7,9). And very recently, the buoyant density 

of Streptococcus faecalis has been found to fluctuate

(14).

We examined the cell growth kinetics of Saccharomvces
1

omvc.es
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cerevisiae because of its peculiar density oscillation. 

To find a possible general rule for all cell growth, we

need to study possible exceptions in addition to this

budding yeast.



LITERATURE REVIEW

J.M. Mitchison and his colleagues devised a method 

for measuring the cell mass of cells using the Baker inter

ference microscope (13). This method entails measuring 

the retardation of a beam of light passing through the 

cell. Since the dry mass per unit area of an object in 

water is proportional to the retardation divided by the

refractive index difference between the cell and the medium

in which it is placed, Mitchison could determine a cell's 

dry mass if he knew these variants (13). This method 

is advantageous because it can be used on living cells

without damaging them.

Applying his technique to Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 

Mitchison found that this yeast has a constant rate of 

increase of dry mass during most of its cell cycle (10). 

In this same study, Mitchison determined the cell volumes 

by measuring the length of the bud and its mother and 

applying the formula:

where a is the major axis of the cell and b is the minor

axis.
From the dry mass measurements and the volume determi

nation, the cell densities can be found. Figure 1 shows

3
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the graphical results of Mitchison’s study on Sac.cliarQmyc.es 
cerevisiae. The dry mass appears to increase at a linear 

rate as does the volume. The cell density, however, appears 

to fluctuate with some degree of periodicity. Hartwell 

(6) and Baldwin, et. al. (9) also found this periodic 

density fluctuation characteristic in yeast.

Figure 2 shows the density cycle of Si. cerevisiae 
V55 as compared to the cell age found by Baldwin and Kubit

schek (9).

Wiemken, et. al (7), suggested that this periodicity 

of the budding yeast's density is due to changing water 

uptake by yeast vacuoles so that as water is taken up 

by the vacuoles, the density of the yeast cell decreases. 

However, this same periodicity of density (or concentration) 

appears in Mitchison’s study of the dry mass growth of 

the yeast. Rather than use density gradient centrifugation 

to determine the density of the yeast cell (as did Baldwin 

and Hartwell), Mitchison determined the dry mass of the 

cell and the volume of the cell directly to find the "con

centration" of the cell. Since we see the same periodicity 

with Mitchison’s study, it seems probable that density 

fluctuations of the yeast are not due solely to water 

uptake by vacuoles. Baldwin and Kubitschek suggested 

that this periodicity is related to the budding process, 

during which the cell envelope compartmentalizes to form 

the bud with increased rates of synthesis in the growing 

bud (9).

Sac.cliarQmyc.es
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Since Mitchison’s time, Herbert Kubitschek, whom 

I worked under in this study, has devised a different

method to determine cell mass. This method entails deter

mining cell buoyant densities using density gradient centri

fugation and measuring cell volume using the Coulter counter 

multichannel analyzer system (14). The product of these 

two measurements gives the cell mass.

I will describe the cell buoyant density determination 

method further on in this paper but for now I will explain 

the method and theory behind Kubitschek's cell volume 

determination technique.

Figure 3 illustrates the general concept behind this 

method. This technique entails moving cells suspended 

in a conducting fluid through a small aperture (8). On 

each side of this aperture are an anode and a cathode. 

When a particle passes through the aperture, there is 

a voltage surge. As will be derived later, the magnitude 

of this voltage surge is proportional to the cell volume. 

So the number and magnitude of these transient voltage 

surges can be recorded by the analyzer system to produce 

a distribution of cell volumes. Figure 4a shows an example

of the volume distribution obtained from a "batch" culture
of Escherichia coli. The ordinate in this distribution
is the number of cells and the abscissa is the channel
number.

This channel number is proportional to cell volume.
Using microsphere volume standards made of polystyrene
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9
or polyvinyltoluene, this channel number can be converted 

into the actual cell volume by a linear factor (8).

Theory of Operation of the Coulter Counter:

By the relation E=1R (Ohm's Law), where E is voltage,

1 is current, and R is resistance, the Relation AE=1AR 

comes about (8). The Coulter counter analyzer system 

maintains a constant current so voltage fluctuations are

proportional to resistance fluctuations. In addition: 
AE/E=AR/R

Suppose we have a cylindrical particle with length 1, 

cross-secitonal area a, and volume v, and assume the corre

sponding aperture dimensions are L, A, and V. Assume 

also that Po is the resistivity of the solution and p 

is the resistivity of the cell, then the resistance of 

the unoccupied aperture is R=poL/A and the electrical 

resistance of the cylindrical shaped cell with its axis 

aligned parallel to that of the cylindrical shaped aperture 
is p/la.

From these parameters, we can say that the increase 

in resistance due to the presence of the cell in the aper

ture is
zlr= ve° t p

Hence, from the above equations:

AE AR v
Assuming a<<A, E R V

AE v P"Po
E V P

B
P"Po

-1
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Furthermore, po<<p if we use a highly conductive solution 

such as 0.1N HC1 or a phosphate buffer solution.

We can approximate:

AE/E=v/V *
And so Kubitschek says that the fractional voltage increases 

as a cell passes through the aperture is proportional 

to the cell's volume. Equation * assumes there are no 

effects due to cell surface changes or surface conductivity.

Chivas .■
In order to establish the pattern of cell mass increase 

using Kubitschek's method, it is necessary to obtain syn

chronous cultures of cells. By synchronized cultures, 

investigators speak of a culture of cells which are in 

the same frame of the cell cycle as they grow. This is 

to say, the cells have the same nuclear events occurring 

at the same time. These cells are approximately the same 

size. Using the Coulter counter analyzer system, such 

synchronous cultures initially produce a sharp symmetrical

distribution of cell volumes

Figure 4b shows the volume distribution for an example 

of such a synchronous culture of Escherichia coll. Figure 

4c shows this culture after 40 minutes. The peak and 

average of the volume distribution have shifted to the 

higher channel volumes. After 80 minutes, the cells con

tinue to grow larger, as seen in figure 4d. Figure 4e
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shows two peaks for the volume distribution. The higher 

peak to the left represents new daughter cells. The lower 

peak to the right represents those cells just before divi

sion. Figure 4f shows that most of the cells have divided 

into smaller cells. In addition, the average cell has 

grown in volume. The peak in 4f is not as sharp as in 

figure 4b because the synchronicity of the culture fades 

away with time.

Daughter cells of some species including E.. coli 
and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. tend to stick together and 

are referred to as doublets, triplets, and so forth. The 

individual cells appear to have the same size as seen 

with the Zeiss phase contrast microscope. Such occurrences 

tend to give false volume distributions on the Coulter 

counter. In order to prevent this, the culture to be 

analyzed is sonicated to break up these cell clumps.



SOURCE: (8)

FIGURE 4
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MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE

We cultured the Y55 strain of Saccharomvces, cerevisiae 
in a medium containing 0.5% yeast extract, 1.0% peptone, 

1.0% dextrose, and 2.0% sucrose (YEPD/2-2%S).

In a diagrammatic manner, figure 5 shows the cell 

and nuclear events during the life cycle of Saccharomvces 
cerevisiae (15). First, a bud outgrows from the mother 

cell, the DNA duplicates (16), the duplicated nuclear 

material moves into the bud and finally the bud is pinched

off.

We grew a forty ml culture overnight at 32°C in a 

gyrotary water bath on a platform rotating at 154 cycles/ 

minute, and had an average generation time of 54 minutes 

during the exponential growth phase. In previous experi

ments performed using a regular YEPD medium (YEPD/2-2%S 

minus sucrose and double the 'YEPD'), Y55 grew with a 

doubling time of 65 minutes.

Y55 was maintained on YEPD agar plates as colonies 

grown from single cells. Each week, a colony was inoculated 

into 20ml of YEPD/2-2%S and allowed to grow overnight 

before it was stored in a refrigerator at approximately

LIBRARY 
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+4°C.

"Pageht" Culture Preparation:

In preparing daily batch cultures, we diluted the

latest Y55 stock culture into an M9 media to make various

dilutions. We put 0.4ml of each of these dilutions in
metal caps in 40ml of YEPD/2--2%. A timer turned on the

water bath to spill the caps into the growth medium five

to six hours before we started recording any data on the 

cultures. Our experiments were derived from exponentially 

growing cultures with optical densities of about 15-25

units as measured with a Klett-Summerson colorimeter.

Obtaining Synchronous Cultures: Velocity gradient centrifu

gation .

From an exponentially growing culture we obtained 

a synchronous culture which was used for measurements 

of cell growth. To obtain synchronous cultures, we collect

ed the parent exponential culture by filtration through

a 0.45-micron nitrocellulose filter. The cells collected

on the filter were mixed with 0.5ml of the unfiltered

parent culture using a bent glass rod. Part of this sample 

(0.3ml) was layered upon a 6.0ml 5%-20% Percoll gradient

formed in the YEPD/2-2%S medium and spun at 500 rpm (40Xg) 

for 2 minutes at 32°C in a RC2-B Sorvall centrifuge using 

a swinging bucket (HB-4, Dupont, Sorvall) rotor to separate 

the cells by size.

After centrifugation, the cells formed a band about
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midway down the tube, with the smallest cells near the 

top of the band. From the top 5-10% of the band obtained,

we removed 0.07-0.10ml and reinoculated it into 15ml of

the filtered parental YEPD/2-2%S medium. Simultaneously, 

we retained 10ml of the original unfiltered parental culture 

to keep a record of its increasing optical density, which 

was directly proportional to the number of cells in the

culture.

We attempted to maintain the same growth conditions 

in both cultures. First, both were grown in YEPD/2-2%S, 

even in the velocity gradient. Second, we maintained 

the live cells at 32°C in the velocity gradient as well 

as in the parental and synchronous cultures. Thirdly, 

previous studies show that Percoll gradients do not perturb 

the growth of Saccharomvces cerevisiae- (9). This is because 

Percoll is composed of colloidal silica coated with poly- 

vinyl-pyrrolidone. Because of its low osmolarity (less 

than 20 mOsmoles/kg H2O), it does not cause appreciable 

cell volume change. In addition, it does not alter cell 

buoyant density because it is impermeable to cell membranes. 

And lastly, Percoll does not interact with cells, allowing 

separation and recovery of intact and active cells.

In our first attempts to obtain cell synchrony, we 

used equilibrium density gradient centrifugation. We 

used the same filtering and cell concentrating techniques, 

but we layered the 0.3ml sample on a 6.0ml linear 55%-83% 

Percoll gradient in YEPD/2-2%S and we centrifuged it at
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5000rpm for 5 minutes. However, this resulted in poor 

cell separation as shown by the absence of a sharply peaked 

distribution of small cells when samples were removed

from the band and examined with the Coulter-counter. In

addition, the peak was skewed considerably towards higher

cell volumes.

Average. .caU^^y. .Wt ^Q^er^q^^QQ

All of our density and volume measurements were per

formed at room temperature (22.5-24.0°C).

Samples (1.0ml) were taken from the synchronous culture 

at 5 minute intervals, added to 0.1ml of 3.6% formaldehyde 

to fix the cells, and agitated ("vortexed") to mix them 

thoroughly. We then sonicated each sample for 15 seconds

with the Model 8845-30 Cole-Parmer Ultrasonic cleaner

to disperse cell clumps to single cells and thereby obtain

accurate cell volume distributions.

Cell volume distributions and cell numbers were deter

mined with a Coulter counter multichannel analyzer system

using an aperture of 85 micrometers X 180 micrometers

and the methods of H.E. Kubitchek as described in the

literature review section.

We determined the average cell buoyant densities 

for these aliquots by layering approximately 0.75ml of 

each sample on a 4.0ml 46%-92% Percoll YEPD/2-2%S gradient 

and centrifuging for 5 minutes at 5000rpm in the same 

centrifuge using a Type SS34 angle head rotor. This gave
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a relative centrifugal force of 3090Xg. Usually narrow 

bands of cells were observed approximately 2mm wide. Cell 

band positions were marked at the top, middle, bottom 

of the band. At each of these positions, we removed 0.70ml 

to determine the index of refraction using a Bausch and 

Lomb refractometer. From our previous pycnometric calibra

tions, we determined the buoyant density-index of refraction 

(n) relationship for Percoll-YEPD/2-2%S solutions to be:

£=(7.0053)n-8.3757

Occasionally, we could not see cell bands after centri

fuging these density gradients. This occurred when there 

were too few cells or when we did not get sharply peaked

unskewed cell volume distributions on the Coulter-counter.

We then used an alternative procedure to find the cell 

buoyant densities in which we took four to six 0.12ml 

"cuts" at 2.0mm increments. The top "cut" was taken 

approximately 15mm from the bottom of the centrifuge tube. 

Hence, our second cut was taken 13mm from the bottom of 

the tube, and so on. We placed each "cut" in plastic 

tubes and we capped each tube. From each tube we observed 

0.04ml of the "cut" under a Zeiss phase contrast microscope 

at a magnification of 160X after "vortexing" the plastic 

tube briefly. We then visually estimated the relative

number of cells contained in each "cut." We selected

the two or three "cuts" with the most cells, and we deter

mined the mean index of refraction for each "cut."

All centrifuge gradients were put in 30ml Corex No.

e 8441 centrifuge tubes.



RESULTS

Figure 6 shows a semilogarithmic plot of the optical 

density against time in hours for an exponentially growing 

culture (August 21). The generation time was 47.8±1.4 

minutes in between KU=10 and KU=60. Synchronous cultures 

were taken from the August 15 and August 21 cultures when 

they reached optical densities of KU=11 and KU=17 respect

ively .

Figure 7 shows the average buoyant densities and 

their errors at corresponding times in the growing synchron

ous cultures of August 15 and August 21. Separately, 

the density vs. time plots of these two separate cultures 

corresponded well within errors. It is difficult to esti

mate the range of densities because of the large errors 

(represented by the vertical bars). A rough range estimate 

would be .0040 g/ml. This large error is due to the tech

nique used when "cutting" the synchronous cells from the 

velocity gradient. In order to obtain good resolution 

of small cells at the beginning of the cell cycle, we 

had to take a limited number of cells from the top of 

the velocity gradient. As a result, there were not enough 

cells to produce a band in the density gradients for the 

buoyant density determination and hence we had to resort 

to the alternative method of determining densities described

19
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in the section on methods.

Figure 8a shows the parental culture cell volume 

distribution for August 21 as measured and plotted by 

the Coulter counter analyzer system. The following figures

show the successive volume distributions obtained at five

minute intervals after filtration of the original parental 

culture. Figure 8b is the initial synchronous culture. 

With time, the peak channel height (PCH) increases consis

tently with the exception of that in figure 8d. Figure 

8j shows the first daughter cells because of its biphasic 

nature. The PCH value in parentheses from figure 8j through 

8p is the PCH of the peak to the left. These plots appear 

to follow the same patterns observed for jg. crQli figure 

4. As in figure 4, the synchronousity of the culture 

fades away for this yeast culture to the point where figure 

8p looks similar to that of the parental culture in figure 

8a. Table 1 summarizes the data corresponding to each 

of the figures in figure 8.

Figure 9 shows the peak channel height against time 

for the synchronous cultures obtained on August 15 and 

August 21. The peak channel height is the Coulter-counter 

channel corresponding to the greatest frequency of cells. 

On this semi-logarithmic plot, the graph appears to fit 

a straight line. Hence, we conclude the cell volume growth 

is not linear but exponential.

Also included in this figure are the calculated values

for peak cell masses for these synchronous cultures. This
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Table 1

Time Cell
EiKure . . (min.) Count PCH PCV Density PCM

8a 0 5360 54 1.0962

8b 7 2220 27 52 1.1004 57
8c 12 1955 30 58 1.0941 63
8d 17 2940 25 48 1.0934 52
8e 22 2033 31 60 1.0969 65.5
8f 27 1927 33 64 1.0990 70

8g 32 2102 32 62 1.0990 68
8h 37 1929 39 75 1.0990 82
8i 42 1872 43 83 1.1004 91

8j 47 2565 42(24) 81 1.0983 89
8k 52 1888 47(24) 91 1.1018 100
81 57 2214 50(25) 96 1.1007 106
8m 62 2308 55(25) 106 1.1053 117
8n 67 3109 (26) 1.1000

8o 72 2493 (27) 1.1032

8p 77 2740 (26) 1.1039

e 29
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was obtained by multiplying the cell buoyant density with 

the peak cell volume at each time increment. This mass 

is in picograms per cell. Again, the graph is linear 

on a semi-logarithmic plot and hence we conclude that 

the peak cell mass for the synchronous cultures of August 

15 and 21 increases exponentially.

Figure 10 shows the average of the peak cell masses 

of the August 15 and 21 synchronous cultures for the corre

sponding times vs. the time (in minutes) after filtration 

of the parent culture. The vertical bars represent the 

standard errors. Fitting a linear curve, we can again 

conclude that the peak cell mass increase of our synchronous 

cultures follows an exponential pattern.

The birth mass of a cell is approximately 0.7 times 

the mean mass of an exponentially growing culture (11). 

For the average between these two cultures, the birth 

mass is represented by the arrow pointing down on the 

graph line. Assuming the oldest cells of the cell cycle

• (i.e., the doublets) have double this birth mass, as indi

cated by the arrow pointing up on the graph, in figure 

10 we can find the time it takes for the average cell 

in this synchronous culture to go through one cell cycle. 

In other words, we can find the doubling time. We found 

the doubling time of the synchronous culture to be approxi

mately 52 minutes, as compared to the 48 minute generation 

time for the parent cultures.
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DISCUSSION

There seems to be some element of reproducibility 

in this experiment. As Figure 9 shows, results from two 

different trials gave similar results. However, the large 

degree of error in the density determinations prevents 

us from determining the variability in densities. Neverthe

less, this error was accepted in the design of the experi

ment because the major purpose was to measure cell mass 

increase. As mentioned, Saccharomyces cerevisiae have 

been shown to vary in density in a cyclical manner (6,9), 

however, if this experiment shows such a density fluctua

tion, it is not readily apparent. Our experiment roughly 

shows a density range of 0.0040 g/ml. In contrast, the 

density range for the budding yeast, as obtained by Baldwin 

and Kubitschek, is 0.0079 g/ml (9).

As depicted by figures 9 and 10, the peak cell mass 

increase for our synchronous cultures is essentially expo

nential. Not only is this contrary to similar studies 

done by Patricia Winslow and H.E. Kubitschek with Escher
ichia coli. but it is also inconsistent with the cell

mass increase studies performed on Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

by J.M. Mitchison. In both of these studies, the rate 

of mass increase of cells was found to be linear (10,12).

33
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There are a number of explanations for this discre

pancy. For one, Mitchison studied the dry mass of cells 

rather than total cell mass, which includes the contribution 

of water. In addition, Mitchison used a different method 

of cell mass determination (10) which may have perturbed 

cell growth. This does not explain the variation from 

the Es.cheriqh.ia coli experiment because the same methods 

were used. Possibly, cells which display binary fission 

grow linearly and those cells that reproduce by budding 

grow exponentially.

Quite possibly, we need to perform more calculations 

to obtain the average cell volume for the synchronous 

cultures rather than just the peak cell volume. It is 

also evident that we need to refine our cell buoyant deter

mination procedure in order to have the resolution obtained 

by Baldwin and Kubitschek (9). Nevertheless, the difference 

in growth of cells of Escherichia co^i and Saccharomvces 
cerevisiae. appears to be significant. This difference 

in growth between these two organisms suggests that cell 

growth is regulated differently. In the case of exponential 

growth, it is possible that protein membrane accumulators 

are continually produced or activated throughout the entire 

cell cycle so that more raw material may be accumulated 

at an increasing rate. Hence, the cell grows at an exponen

tial rate through its cycle. However, with those cells 

that grow in mass in a linear fashion, these membrane 

accumulators may all be present and activated at the begin

ning of the cell cycle (14).



FIGURE LEGENDS

FIGURE 1: J.M. Mitchison's study of SaccharQiny.ces cerevi
siae 1 s dry mass and volume growth through its cell cycle 
as shown on a linear plot (10). Both volume and dry mass 
increase appear to be linear functions whereas the "concen
tration" appears to be periodic.

FIGURE 2: Density cycle of Saccharomyces cerevisiae Y55 
as found by Baldwin and Kubitschek (9). The fractions 
in parentheses indicate the cell age as related to the 
corresponding cell shapes in the lower part of the figure. 
The density of each class was measured as the density 
of the fraction in which the cell type had its peak frequen
cy. The ordinate represents the buoyant density and the 
abscissa is the time in minutes. The vertical bars show 
the extent of the standard error above and below the mean.

FIGURE 3: Flow of a suspension through a Coulter counter 
aperture (8). Cylindrical particles pass through the 
aperture. As particles enter the aperture and are within 
it, the flow is laminar; however, the flow is turbulant 
as the suspension exits the aperture. The solid lines 
with arrows represent the lines of electrical force. The 
lower portion of the figure shows the voltage surge as 
one particle passes through the aperture.

FIGURE 4: Relative volume distributions for Escherichia 
coli B/r as found by Kubitschek (8). The vertical axis 
is the relative frequency and the horizontal is the relative 
channel number.

FIGURE 5: Diagrammatic illustration of the cell cycle 
of Saccharomyces cerevisiae (15).

FIGURE 6: August 21 Y55 parental cell concentration as 
a function of time (minutes) plotted on a logarithmic 
pattern. Cell concentration was measured using the Klett- 
Summerson colorimeter. The straight line indicates an 
exponentially growing culture. The "lag" and "extinction" 
phase of this culture are not shown in this graph although 
these phases did exist for this yeast culture.

FIGURE 7: Density variation seen for the August 21 syn
chronous Y55 culture. The ordinate represents the cell 
buoyant density as measured using density centrifugation
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e with respect to time. The vertical bars represent the 

extent of the standard error above and below the mean.

FIGURE 8 (series): August 21 volume distributions as ob
tained by the Coulter counter analyzer system. The ordinate 
represents the frequency and the abscissa is the channel 
number. Channel number is proportional to cell volume. 
Each channel unit represents 1.926p3. The mode channel 
volume of each distribution is shown under the PCH heading. 
The time shown is the time after the filtration of the 
parental culture. Time (0) shows the distribution for 
the parental culture. Time (7) is the distribution of 
the initial synchronous culture.

FIGURE 9: The upper plot shows the peak cell mass in
picograms after filtration of the parental culture for 
the synchronous cultures of August 15 and 21. The lower 
plot shows the peak channel volume versus the time after 
filtration for the same two cultures. The linearity of 
these plots on this logarithmic plot shows the exponential 
nature of the mass and volume growth of Y55.

FIGURE 10: Plot of the average of the peak cell masses 
of the August 15 and 21 synchronous cultures for the corre
sponding times versus the time after filtration of the 
parental culture. The vertical bars show the extent of 
the standard error on each side of the mean. Fitting 
a linear curve, we can again conclude that the peak cell 
mass increase of our synchronous cultures follows an expo
nential pattern. The birth mass corresponds to the arrow 
pointing down on the graph while the arrow pointing up 
onto the graph corresponds to double the birth mass—the 
mass of the doublet.



♦

TABLE LEGEND

TABLE 1: The corresponding data for each of the figures 
in figure 8. The cell count is the average number of 
cells passed through the aperture of the Coulter counter 
to obtain the volume distribution. , PCH refers to the 
peak channel height, which is the channel number for which 
most of the cells register. PCV is the peak channel volume 
of the culture as determined by the relation: PCV = PCH 
t 0.519 channel/microns3. PCM is the peak channel mass 
as determined by the relation: PCM = PCV x buoyant density.
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MEDIA*

Components:
YEPD/2-2%S

per liter total solution:
5.000g yeast extract (Difco) 
lO.OOOg bacto-peptone (Difco) 
lO.OOOg dextrose anhydrous

(Amer. Drug and Chem. Co.)
20.000g Sucrose (Fisher Scientific) 
dH20 to 1.00 liter total volume

YEPD agar plate solution
per liter total solution:

lO.OOOg yeast extract (Difco)
20.000g bacto-peptone (Difco)
20.000g dextrose anhydrous

(Amer. Drug and Chem. Co.)
16.000g agar (Difco)
dH20 to 1.00 liter total volume

M9
per liter total solution:

6.000g Na2HP04 
3.000g KH2PO4 
0.500g NaCl 
l.OOOg NH4C1 
0.200g MgSO4 7H20

• dH20 to 1.00 liter total volume

20% Percoll-YEPD/2-2%S
4.00ml Percoll (Pharmacia Fine

Chem., Piscataway, N.J.)
(1.129g/ml)

0.21ml 10X YEPD (20 fold concentration of 
YEPD/2-2%S minus the sucrose)
0.14ml YEPD/2-60% Sucrose 
15.65ml YEPD/2-2%S

5% Percoll-YEPD/2-2%S
4X dilution of 20% Percoll-YEPD/2-2%S 
with YEPD/2-2%S
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* 92% Percoll YEPD/2-2%S

19.00ml Percoll 
1.00ml 10X YEPD 
0.69ml YEPD/2-60%S

46% Percoll-YEPD/2-2%S
2X dilution of 92% Percoll-
YEPD/2-2%S with YEPD/2-2%S

Coulter-counter phosphate saline suspension fluid 
per liter total solution:

0.2g KC1 
0.2g KH2PO4
0.047g MgC>2 (anhydrous)
8.0g NaCl 
1.15g Na2P04 
.37% Formaldehyde

♦All media, except those containing Percoll, were filtered 
through a .045 micron,filter and sterilized by autoclaving 
for 20 minutes.
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